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Follow the trend! 

After introducing the new F1 suit, and according to

the  same  general  ideas,  the  F2  has  been

redesigned  and  renewed  to  follow  the  current

freefly trends.

Model has been adapted to become tighter, and to

integrate the features of the new fabrics.

Combined with WindFlex, the 2-Way lightly stretch

Tactel based fabric, the new F2 uses DyneTex, a

strong  but  lightweight  fabric,  based  as  well  on

Tactel thread coated with Teflon.

While resembling the usual look of the former F2,

the new fit is tighter but still comfortable because

of the new materials used.

The new F2 comes full  of  features as standard,

leaving  off  just  few  charged  options.  It  is  so

versatile  that  is  suitable outdoor  and indoor,  for

both amateurs and pro flyers.

Windproof zipper and lock

Elastic wrist

The special texture of WindFlex and DynaTex give

the right drag to the suit, so controlling maneuvers

and fall rate is easy, no matter if you're back or sit

flying, or head down.
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Standard features include:

 Snap dot zipper lock

 Piping

 Padded elbows and knees

 Reinforcements on knees and back

 Strong  but  comfortable  elastic  fabric  on

wrists and ankles

 Inner pocket with zipper

 Windproof zipper

 Elastic foot-straps

 Ergonomic cut of armpits and arms

 Parasport  logo,  embroidered  on  front,

thermal transferred on back

 Tight fit

 Standard colors

 Standard sizes

 Fast delivery times (average 4 weeks)

Elastic foot straps

Padded elbows

Available as charged options:

 Grips

 Custom colors

 Custom size

 Rush service, 48 hours (real rush!)

The  new F2 is  a  professional  suit  with  superior

performance  and  fit.  The  durability  of  WindFlex

and DynaTex makes it  a long lasting suit,  even

when heavily used in wind tunnels at high speeds

or putting a lot of jumps on it.
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Standard Patterns

 Yellow/Black

 Navy/White

 Royal/Black

 Black/White

 Orange/Black

 White/Black

  Red/White
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